INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS
1. Physical Education
The Main Vision of the College is to uplift the First generation learners of the backward
communities by bringing out their innate talents and hidden potentials and thus channelizing the
youthful energy for constructive actions through involvements in physical and intellectual
pursuits as an asset to the society.
The educational institution plays a pivotal role in shaping the overall developments in students
who want to attain the highest positions in their life. An emerging professional in any field must
be strong in physical, mental, emotional and intellectual aspects.
Physical strength is being developed through the best sportive activities offered in the institution.
The Yadava College has carved a niche in the sports arena by creating unassailable records both
at the State and National levels. It offers the best art of facilities to enrich the students in sports
and games since its inception in 1969. The infrastructure created has helped the athletes and
players to achieve the best laurels at the University, State and National levels. The management
support, teacher‟s encouragement, parents' support makes the sports personalities of the college
shine in the competition. The Management has arranged the best coaches to train the students in
all sports and games. Grooming the player is the laudable effort of the Management.
The meticulous and mind-blowing training offered in the institution makes the students drawn
from villages as the shining stars in the University team. The periodical intra-collegiate and
intercollegiate competitions hosted by the college helps the trainees to get more experience,
exposure and expertise in the respective sports and games. Hence, many of our students helped
the University to lift the cup at the prestigious tournaments within and outside the state.

Sports and Facilities
The Department of Physical Education of the College has constructed a well-designed Indoor
Stadium for Table Tennis. The Fitness gym is a marvelous centre equipped with high-tech gym
equipment to shape the students with a good physique.
The unique and distinctive approach of the management is making the first year students attend
the sports and games on alternative days mandatory. Students are given training in recreational
games, Mass drills, March Past and Yoga. Also, the director of the department is directed to
disseminate the history of physical education, yoga fitness, and wellness to the students.
The Floodlight volleyball courts constructed with special assistance from UGC stands as a
testimony for the distinctive facilities offered at the college. The ten acres of land allotted for the
physical education activity is a milestone that derives wide recognition from the academic
circles.
In 2018-2019, our Boys‟ team won Madurai Kamaraj University -„A‟ Zone Trophy for Foot Ball
and Cricket Tournaments.

Ten Studentsgot selected as University Blues to represent the Madurai Kamaraj University in the
Inter-University tournaments for the year 2018-19.
BharathRatna Dr. M.G.R 100th Century sports celebrations conducted by Directorate of
Collegiate Education, Chennai (Venue: Holy cross College Trichy) our Women Kabbaddi team
Won the Championship at State Level and also received the winner‟s trophy from the Directorate
of Collegiate Education.

Incentives to Outstanding Sportspersons:




Our Management provides free accommodation to the outstanding sportspersons
in the male category and free boarding and lodging for the outstanding
sportspersons in the girl category.
Free uniforms and kits to the students who represent the college teams.
The University Blues are suitably honored in Sports day every year.

2. Students Co-operative Society
The Cooperative society of the College is functioning effectively since 1990. In order to
inculcate the co-operation among staff and students in all spheres with good leadership
quality, this society is meticulously managed. Let us join and grow together is the sole
mantra of this movement. The society is effectively managed under the dynamic leadership
of the Principal with a strong executive body. The Principal is assisted by the Faculty who
holds the post of Secretary. The Secretary is given the responsibility to look after the day to
day affairs of the society.
All students of the college will become members of the society on admission to the college.
Out of six members, three from teaching faculty, one office assistant and two student
representative. The society accounts are perfectly maintained and audited periodically by the
members of cooperative society.
Society is mainly concentrating on purchasing and supplying the need of the students and
staff in the college campus. Books and writing materials are purchased directly from the
producer and are sold at a cheaper rate than in the market outside the campus. Like all needs
required for the academic enrichment and for the hostel accommodation is also provided at a
very reasonable price.
A quality assurance cell of the college will look into the quality of the product before it is
being sold out to the students and staff members.
The society accounts are perfectly maintained and audited periodically by the faculty of our
commerce department. This is further audited by the auditors of the government department
of the cooperative society annually.

Vouches the Vision and Mission:

This society satisfies the objective of the vision and mission of the college to make students
as socially responsible and ethically strong citizens of the country.
3. National Science Day Celebration
The Department of Physics is conducting the National Science Day with the sole
objective of motivating the youth in the scientific pursuit. This National Science Day is being
celebrated every year to commemorate the discovery of the Raman Effect for which he was
awarded the Nobel Prize in 1930.
It is the need of the hour to popularize science among the youth as well as to motivate them to
get into the scientific research that helps for the wellbeing of the society. The current information
regarding the scientific developments will be delivered on this great occasion by eminent
scientists from the national and international universities and laboratories.
Students will be triggered to think innovatively by projecting an idea on this day. The best ideas
are suitably recognized by the college management. Also, the ideas will be taken to the right
platform to get further enrichment by the subject experts.
It is an eye and mind opening session for the youth to plunge into the scientific arena. A variety
of sharpening scientific skill-testing programmes will be arranged to gear up their interest in
science.
The interaction with the scientists on this day has a good impact on the scientific outlook of the
students. Already the college has carved a niche in science popularization for the youth of this
region since 2000, hence this programme is another feather to the cap of this great alma mater.
Date
Chief Guest
Topic
Number of
Participants
28-03-2019 Dr.A.Shanmugaraju
Assistant professor of physics

Visible
universe

and

invisible 192

Arul Anandar College
Karumathur.
4. Guru Dhakshana Endowment! A unique programme
The alumni of the Dept. of Mathematics instituted this endowment in 2010. The vibrant batch of
1977-80 has come out with an innovative approach of recognizing the best students who excel in
curricular activities of the department are suitably awarded reputable rewards. The students are
motivated to receive this prestigious award right from the start of the programme. Students who
score high marks in the major and ancillary subjects and the toppers in the language papers are
also receiving the same recognition. The prizes are given by the respective faculty and hence the
name, Guru Dhakshna! This award ceremony has been conducted since 2011 and every year, the
ceremony will be held in the last week of March.

The awards are given for the following categories:

1. Scoring Centum in the Major papers.
2. Toppers in Major papers by the Undergraduate and Postgraduate students.
3. High achiever in the Major papers of both UG and PG classes.
4. Top scorers in Tamil and English papers.
This programme is considered to be the Model Academic Enrichment Programme of the
Madurai Kamaraj University
Date

Chief Guest

Topic

13-04-2019 1.Mr.K.GandhiM.Sc.,MCA.,M.Phil.,
Alumini (1977-1980) Batch
Accounts officer (Rtd),
TWAD Board, Chennai.

Deliver the Chief Guest address
&
Distribute the prizes.

2.Mr.P.B. Gurubaran M.Sc., CAIIB
Alumini (1977-1980) Batch
Deputy Manager,SBI, Madurai.

3.Mr.R.DhakshinamoorthyB.Sc.,
MBA.,
Alumini (2002-2005) Batch
Manager, NEC Technologies India Pvt,
Ltd., Chennai.

5. DisciplineMoulding Distinctive Practice
Punctuality and Perfection are the hallmarks of the college vision and mission. To
inculcate the discipline among the student's group drawn from the different areas of Tamil Nadu
and neighbouring states, the management has followed the practices cited below effectively.
As the college is co-educational, the management is much keen to impart a perfect disciplined
way of academic life on the campus.
A. Good Practice through Prayer:

The college normally starts with the prayer song. As the second bell goes, the song will be
played and students are instructed to stand where they are without any movement. This looks like
a military discipline enlightening the energetic participation of the students in respecting the
prayer. No student is allowed inside the class after the prayer song. This guarantees good
attendance on time. Latecomers are asked to spend quality time in the library and the librarian is
given the responsibility to check the book reading of the students.

B. Staff Surveillance:
A team of staff members will make surveillance of the strict discipline enforced on the campus.
The squad will check the following
1. Wearing the College Identity card is a mandatory one.
2. Students should report to the college with a neat and clean decent dress. Wearing “T” shirts,
Banians, shorts, sleeveless shirts, short tops, leggings, and other types of tight-fitting clothes
are strictly prohibited.
3. Having a decent hairstyle is emphasized to avert diversions and distractions.
4. Keeping/using mobile phones is not entertained.
5. Smoking, drinking alcohol and using the illicit drugs inside the campus is declared as the
crime.
Hence the college becomes a smoke, alcohol, drug free zone.
6. Orderliness in forming a queue, maintaining peace, softness in approaching and
strengthening
the confidence to face the stiff competition is generated in the grooming of the students
during their period of study.

6.Insure to ensure safety and peace to the entire family! Inculcating a SafetyMeasure to
Students!
Health is the Wealth and it is the heart-beat phonetics of every individual today. The
escalation of medical bills even for a normal treatment in private hospitals demands a safety

health insurance for all. People living below the poverty line are facing severe hardship to take
proper treatment for their sudden setback in the health.
The medical emergency makes the governments introduce health coverage to their people. This
timely assistance helps the people at large to face the financial crisis with a smile.
The college management also takes an initiative to cover the cost of protecting the health of the
students through the well-known Star health insurance packages.
The College on admission enrolls all students under this vital scheme to provide safety to the
student as well as to their parents. The annual premium of ₹120/- is collected at the time of
remittance of college fees and it is paid to the insurer. Hence the students feel happy in their
monetary protection against any untoward incidents for their health. All students are enrolled in
this scheme and so it reflects an admirable practice among the higher educational institutes.
Course

Number

Total

of Students covered

amount paid

Regular

1369

164,280

Self-Finance

2319

276,586

7. Enforcing the Employees State Insurance Scheme (ESI) to effectively guard the
employees!
The Employees State Insurance (ESI) Scheme is a multifaceted community based security
system customized to give socio-economic protection to workers and their families. Hence it is
effectively handled by the College.
The ESI provides full medical care from the first day of employment. Besides this, insurers are
also eligible for cash benefits in case of physical immobility/pain/distress/disease or any kind of
disability of temporary or permanent nature that leads to an inability to earn and an
immurement of women.
The dependents of the insurer who die in an accident or any injury caused during the
occupational hazards will be granted a monthly pension as the benefit of the dependent.
The Staff members covered under this scheme during 2018-19 are as follows:
Staff categories

No. of Staff covered

No. of Staff Claimed

Teaching

94

03

Non-Teaching

36

03

